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Research into the genetic component of some complexbehaviours
often causes controversy,
depending on the social meaning and significante of the behaviour under study. Research into
sexual orientation - simplisticallyreferred
to as ‘gay gene’research -is an example of this. This
research is worrisome for manyreasons, including the fact that it has been used to harm lesbians
and gaymen. Many homosexualpeople
have been forced to undergo ‘treatments’to change their
sexual orientation. Others chose to undergo them to escape discrimination and social
disapprobation. But there are otherreasons to worryabout such research. The verymotivation
for seeking an ‘origin’ofhomosexualityreveals
homophobia. Moeover, such research maylead
to prenatal tests that claim to predict for homosexuality. For homosexual people who live in
countries with no legalprotection these dangers arepartkularlyserious.

ESEARCH on the origins of sexual orientation has received much ptiblic attention
in recent
years,
especially
findings
consistent with the notion of relatively
simple
links
between
genes
and
sexual
orientation.
Investigation
into the causes of
same-sex attraction has, however, been ongoing
for more than one hundred years.l Claims that
such inquiry is dangerous, especially in certain
social and politica1 climates, are as old as the
research itself. In this paper, we show that such
genetic research
in particular
gives rise to
serious ethica1 issues.

Genetic research
Scientific research
on sexual orientation
has
taken many forms. One early idea was to Ilnd
evidente of a person’s sexual orientation in such
bodily features as the amount of facial hair, the
size of external genitalia,
and the ratio of
shoulder width to hip width. Today’s seemingly
more
sophisticated
morphological
research
looks instead at neuro-anatomical
structures.
Such inquiry usually assumes sexual orientation
is a trait with two forms, one typically associated
with males and the other typically associated
with females. Researchers
who accept this
assumption
expect pârticular
aspects of an
individual’s brain or physiology to conform .to
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either a male type that causes sexual attraction to
women (shared by heterosexual
men and lesbians) or a female type that causes sexual attraction to men (shared by heterosexual women and
gay men). This assumption
is scientifically
unsupported and there are alternatives to it.
Another early approach was to find evidente
of a person’s sexual orientation in his or her
endocrine system. The idea was that gay men
would have less androgenic hormones (the socalled male-typical hormones) or more oestrogenie hormones (the so-called female-typical sex
hormones) than straight men and that lesbians
would have more androgenic and less oestrogenie sex hormones than straight women. However, an overwhelming majority of studies failed
to demonstrate any correlation between sexual
orientation
and adult hormonal constitution.2
According
to current h’brmonal theories
of
sexual orientation,
lesbians and gay men are
exposed to atypical hormone levels early in their
development. Such theories draw heavily on the
observation that, in rodents, hormonal exposure
in early development
exerts
organisational
influences
on the brain that determine
the
balance between male and female patterns of
mating behaviours in adulthood. Extrapolating
from behaviours
in rodents to psychological
phenomena
in humans
is, however,
quite
problematic.
In rqdents,
a male who allows
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himself to be mounted by another male is
counted as homosexual,
while a male that
mounts another male is considered heterosexual.
This model deflnes sexual orientation in terms of
specific postures and behaviours. In contrast, in
the human case, sexual orientation is defined not
by what ‘position’ one takes in sexual intercourse
hut by one’s pattern of erotic responsiveness and
the sex of one’s preferred sex partner.
Although early sex researchers reported that
homosexuality runs in families, careful studies of
this hypothesis are only beginning to be done.
Several studies suggest that male homosexuality
runs in families,3 but they are not helpful in
distinguishing
between genetic and environmental influences because most related individuals share both of these variables. Further
disentanglement
of genetic and environmental
influences requires adoption studies.
The only heritability study of male homosexuality that includes an adoption component is
the highly publicised study of Bailey and Pillard.4
The study suggests a significant environmental
contribution to the development of sexual orientation in men, in addition to a moderate genetic
influence. This study assessed sexual orientation
not only in the identical and fraternal twins, hut
also in the non-twin biological brothers and the
unrelated adopted brothers of the gay men who
volunteered for the study. The concordante rate
for identical twins (52 per cent) was much higher
than the concordante rate for the fraternal twins
(22 per cent). These rates show that the
environment must play a significant role in sex
orientation, because approximately half of the
monozygotic
twin pairs were discordant
for
sexual orientation,
despite sharing both their
genes and their familial environments.
The
higher concordante rate in the identical twins is
consistent with a genetic effect, because identical
twins share all of their genes, while fraternal
twins, on average, share only half. Genes carmot,
however, explain the remaining results of this
study. In the absente of a significant environmental influence, the incidence of homosexuality
among the adopted brothers of gay men should
be equal to the rate of homosexuality
in the
genera1 population, which recent studies place at
somewhere between two and five per cent. The
observed concordante rate was 11 per cent (two
and five times higher than expected, given the
estimates); this suggests a major environmental
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contribution. Further, no genetic explanation can
account for the fact that the concordante rate for
homosexuality
among non-twin brothers was
about the same, whether or not they were
genetically related (the rate for homosexuality
among non-twin biological brothers was nine per
cent; among adopted brothers it was 11 per cent).
When all the data from the twin study are
considered, it appears that sexual orientation is
the result of a combination of both genetic and
environmental influences. Further, the combined
effect of genetic and environmental influences
might not simply be their sum; these factors
could interact in a nonadditive or synergistic
manner.
In fact, recent
heritability
studies
consistently íind that almost half of the identical
twin pairs are discordant for sexual orientation,
even though they share the same genes and
similar familial environments.
This finding
underscores
how little we know about the
origins of sexual orientation.
Of all the recent biological studies, the genetic
linkage study by Dean Hamer’s group is the most
conceptually
complex.
This study presents
statistical evidente that genes influencing sexual
orientation may reside in the q28 region of the X
chromosome.5
Females have two X chromosomes, but they pass a copy of only one to a son.
The theoretical probability of two sons receiving a
copy of the same Xq
from their mother is thus
50 percent. Hamer found that of 40 pairs of gay
siblings, 33 instead of the expected 20 had
received the same Xq
region from their mother.
Hamer’s fmding is often misinterpreted as showing that al166 men from these 33 pairs shared the
same Xq
sequence. In fact, all he showed was
that each member of the 33 concordant pairs
shared his Xq
region with his brother, but not
with the ether 64 men. NO single speciflc Xq
sequence was common to al166 men.
There are several problems with Hamer’s
study. First, a Canadian research team has been
unable to duplicate the finding using a comparable experimental
design6 Second, Hamer
confined his search to the X-chromosome
on the
basis of family interviews, which seems to reveal
a disproportionately
high number
of male
homosexuals on the mothers’ side of the family.
Women might, however, be more likely to know
details of family medical history, rendering these
interviews
less than objective
in terms of
directing experimental
design.’ Third, one of
135
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co-authors
has expressed
serieus
concerns about the methodology of the study.8
Fourth, there is some question about whether
correctly
interpreted,
are
Hamer’s
results,
statisbcalIy significant. His conclusions rest on
the assumption that the rate of homosexuality in
the population
at large (the base rate of
homosexuality) is two per cent. If the base rate is
actually four per cent or higher, then Hamer’s
results are not statistically significant. A leading
geneticist argues that Hamer’s own data support
the four per cent estimate.g
To understand what is at issue here, it is usefuI
to contrast three models of the role genes might
play in sexual orientation.1° According to the
‘permissive
effect model’,
genes
or other
biological factors influence the neural substrate
on which sexual orientation
is inscribed by
formative
experience.
On this view, genetic
factors might also delimit the period during
which experience can affect a person’s sexual
orientation.
According
to the ‘indirect effect
model’, genes code for (or other biological
factors influence) temperamental
or persona&
factors that influence how one interacts with and
shapes
one’s
environment
and
formative
experiences. On this view, the same gene (or set
of genes) might predispose to homosexuality in
some environments, to heterosexuality in others,
and have no effect on sexual orientation
in
others. Finally, according to the ‘direct effect
genes
(or other biological
factors)
model’,
influence the brain structtu-es that mediate sexual
orientation.
Hamer, LeVay and most other
researchers seem to favour the direct model.
One version of the direct model involves talk
of ‘gay genes’. It is important to remember that
genes in themselves cannot directly specify any
behaviours or psychological phenomena; rather,
a gene directs a particular pattern of RNA
synthesis that in turn speciiles the amino acid
sequence
of a particular
protein that may
influence behaviour. There are many intervening
pathways between a gene and a behaviour and
even more between a gene and a pattern that
involves both thinking and behaving. For the
term ‘gay gene’ to have a clear meaning, one
needs to propose that a particular gene, perhaps
through a hormonal mechanism, organises the
brain specifically to support the desire to have
sex with people of the same sex. However, no
evidente exists in support of such a simple and
Hamefs
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direct link between genes and sexual orientation.
Importantly, ‘gay genes’ are not required for
homosexuality
to be heritable. This is because
heritability has a precise technical meaning; it
refers to the ratio of genetic variation to total
(phenotypic)
variation.
As such, heritability
merely reflects the degree to which a given
outcome is linked to genetic factors; it says
nothing about the nature of those factors nor
about their mechanism of action. Homosexuality
would be heritable if genes worked through a
very indirect mechanism.
For example, if the
indirect model is right and genes act on temperamental variables that influence how we perceive
and interact
with our environment,
then
temperament could play an important role from
the moment of birth in shaping the relationships
and experience
that influence
how sexual
orientation
develops. The moral is that any
genetic influence on sexual orientation might
prove to be very indirect. In general, there is no
convincing evidente to support the direct model;
current biological evidente is equally compatible
with both the direct and the indirect model.

Ethica1 concerns
We have several ethica1 concerns about genetic
research on sexual orientation. Underlying these
concerns
is the
fact
that
even
in our
contemporary
societies, lesbians, gay men and
bisexuals are subject to widespread discrimination and social disapprobation.
Against this
background,
we are concerned
about the
particularly gruesome history of the use of such
research. Many homosexual people have been
forced to undergo ‘treatments’ to change their
sexual orientation, while others have ‘chosen’ to
undergo them in order to escape societal homophobia. All too often, scientifically questionable
therapeutic approaches “destroyed the lives of
perfectly healthy people. ‘Conversion therapies’
have included electra-shock treatment, hormonal
therapies, genital mutilation and brain surgery.*l
We are concerned
about the negative ramifications of biological research on sexual orientation, especially in homophobic
societies. In
Germany, some scholars have warned of the
potential for abuse of such research, while others
have called for a moratorium on such research to
prevent the possible abuse of its results. These
warnings should be taken seriously.
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We are concerned that people conducting
research
on sexual orientation
work within
homophobic
their
frameworks,
despite
occasional
claims to the contrary.
A prime
example is the German obstetrician
Giinter
Dörner, whose descriptions of homosexuality illconceal his heterosexism.
Dörner writes about
homosexuality as a ‘dysfunction’ or ‘disease’ based
on ‘abnormal brain development’. He postulates
that it can be prevented by ‘optimising’ natura1
conditions or by ‘correcting abnormal hormonal
concentrations prenatally’.l* Another example is
provided by psychoanalyst
Richard Friedman,
who engages
in speculation
about non-gay
outcome,
given
proper
therapeutic
intervention.13 Research influenced by homophobia is
likely to result in significantly biased accounts of
human sexuality; further, such work is more
likely to strengthen and perpetuate the homophobic attitudes on which it is based.

Sexual orientation research is not
value neutral
Furthermore,
we question whether those who
research sexual orientation can ever conduct
their work in a value-neutral manner. One might
think that the majority
of American
sex
researchers treat homosexuality not as a disease,
but rather as a variation analogous to a neutral
polymorphism. To consider whether or not this is
the case, one must look at the context in which
interest in sexual orientation arises. Homophobia
still exists to some degree in all societies within
which sexual orientation research is conducted.
The cultures in which scientists live and work
infIuence both the questions they ask and the
hypotheses they imagine and explore. Given this,
we believe it is unlikely that the sexual orientation
research
of any scientist (even one who is
homosexual) will escape some taint of homophobia. This argument is importantly different
from one which claims that objective research
can be used unethically
in discriminatory
societies. The latter logie implies that what should
be guestioned is the regulation of the application
of technology,
not the development
of the
technology in the first place. While we do provide
arguments for questioning the efficacy of such
regulations,
should they be developed,
our
deeper
concerns
are directed
toward
the
institutional and social structures that constrain
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sex research. Attention to these contextual details
shows that research into sexual orientation is
different from research into most other physical!
behavioural variations. Since sexual orientation is
the focus of intense private and public interest,
relevant inquiry cannot be studied independently
of societal investment. It is naive to suggest that
individual researchers
might
suddenly
find
themselves in the position of neutral inquirers.
Social mores both constrain and enable the ways
in which an individual’s research is focused.
We are not claiming that all researchers
are
homophobic
to some degree, whether or not
they are aware of it. Nor are we talking about the
implicit or explicit intentions of individual sexual
orientation researchers. Rather we are seeking to
highlight that the very motivation for seeking the
‘origin’ of homosexuality has its source within
social frameworks that are pervasively homophobit. Recognition
that scientific projects
are
constituted by, and to some degree complicit in,
social structures does not necessarily entail that all
such science should cease. At the very least,
however,
it follows that sexual orientation
research and its use should be subject to critique.
Such a critique will call into question the claim
that, by treating homosexuality as a mere variation of human behaviour, researchers are conducting neutral investigations into sexual orientation.

Predicting sexual orientation in utero
We are also worried that an amniocentesis-like
test will be developed that claims to detect genes
or hormonal levels that might predispose for
homosexuality.
This concern may seem paradoxical, since the development of such a test
seems to rely on the truth of the direct model of
sexual orientation,
which
we describe
as
scientifically unsupported. Yet the development
of such a test is, in principle, compatible with
either the direct or indirect genetic model of
sexual orientation.
While
current
scientific
results favour neither model, it is conceivable
that future studies might clarify this impasse.
Even evidente for the indirect model might
inform the creation
of a genetic screening
technique
that purports
to influence
sexual
orientation in a given environment.
Thus we are concerned that tests which do no
more than suggest a predisposition
for homosexuality would be favourably received in homo137
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phobic societies. If prospective parents believe
they are able to predict the sexual orientation of a
fetus by using a prenatal screening technique, it
is possible that they would choose to abort a
fetus that seemed to be ‘homosexually
predisposed’. In many commies, the preferente for
male versus female offspring
leads to the
abortion of female fetuses. This preferente
is
clearly connected
to sexism operating
at a
societal level. In such instances,
science is
subverted to serve the interests of discriminatory
societies. Thus discrimination can be institutionalised through genetic screening techniques.
Moreover, tests can be both developed and
wel1 received even if they are based on bad
science.
People might make use of genetic
screening procedures that are supposed to select
for heterosexual
children, even if such procedures do not work. This is partly for the
genera1 reason that the public can, in various
ways, be led to accept unsound
scientific
procedures. More specifically, potential users of
sexual-orientation
selection procedures will have
a difficult time assessing the efficacy of such
procedures for at least three reasons. First, since
some children will turn out to be heterosexual
even without the use of such a procedure, many
parents who make use of it wil1 believe that the
procedure
has worked,
even though
the
procedure
has done nothing.
Second, many
people take a long time to come to grips with
their sexual orientation. Parents who made use
of such a procedure might think that it has been
successful, but only because their child has not
yet figured out her or his sexual orientation.
Third, because some lesbians, gay men and
bisexuals hide their sexual orientation,
many
parents wil1 think that their attempt at selecting
their child’s sexual orientation has worked when,
in fact, it has not. Further, if a lesbian, gay man or
bisexual knows that his or her parents used such
a procedure, this would increase the likelihood
that the person would hide his or her sexual
orientation from them. For these reasons, such a
procedure is likely to appear to work even if it
does not. Given the appearance
that such
procedures
work, as well as the widespread
prejudice and discrimination
against lesbians,
gay men and bisexuals, some people wil1 attempt
to select the sexual orientation of their children.
This would likely engender
and perpetuate
attitudes
that lesbians
and gay men are

undesirable
and not valuable, polities
that
discriminate against lesbians and gay men, and
the very conditions
that give rise to such
attitudes and policies.14

Replies to these concerns
Given the wide-ranging
abuse of the results of
biological research on sexual orientation in the
past, it is not surprising that people realise that
ethica1 justifications
for this work are needed.
Some researchers
say their work can provide
answers to century-old questions surrounding
religious
propositions
that homosexuality
is
abnormal or unnatural.15 However, biological
research on ,the causes of sexual orientation
cannot possibly provide answers to questions
concerning
the nature
and normality
of
homosexuality.
As we will illustrate, the only
senses in which homosexuality can be said to be,
or fail to be, natura1 or normal are of no ethica1
relevante. Given that some scientists claim their
empirical research
can provide answers
to
normative questions, the danger of committing a
naturalistic fallacy in this context is very real.

Normativity of naturalness and
normality
Why is there a dispute as to whether homosexuality is natura1 or normal? We suggest it is
because many people seem to think that nature
has a prescriptive
normative force such that
what is deemed natura1 or normal is necessarily
good and therefore ought to be. Everything that
falls outside these terms is constructed
as
unnatural and abnormal, and it has been argued
that this constitutes sufficient reason to consider
homosexuality
worth avoiding.16 Arguments
that appeal to ‘normality’ to provide mora1
guidelines also risk committing the naturalistic
fallacy. The naturalistic
fallacy is committed
when one mistakenly deduces from the way
things are to the way they ought to be. For
instance, Dean Hamer and colleagues commit
this error in their Science article when they state
that: ‘It would be fundamentally uoethical to use
such information
to try to assess or alter a
person’s current or future sexual orientation,
either heterosexual
or homosexual,
or other
normal attributes of human behaviour.‘5 Hamer
and colleagues believe that there is a major
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genetic factor contributing to sexual orientation.
From this they think it follows that homosexuality
is normal,
and thus worthy
of
preservation. Thus, they believe that genetics can
tell US what is normal, and that the content of
what is normal tells US what ought to be. This is a
typical example of a naturalistic fallacy.
Normality can be defined in a number of ways,
but none of them directs the making of mora1
judgements. First, normality can be reasonably
defined in a descriptive sense as a statistical
average. Appeals to what is usual, regular,
and/or
conforming
to
existing
standards
ultimately collapse into statistical statements. For
an ethica1 evaluation of homosexuality,
it is
irrelevant whether homosexuality is normal or
abnormal in this sense. All sorts of human traits
and behaviours
are abnormal in a statistical
sense, but this is not a sufficient justification for a
negative ethical judgement about them. Second,
‘normality’ might be defined in a functional
sense, where what is normal is something that
has served
an adaptive function
from an
evolutionary
perspective.
This definition
of
normality can be found in sociobiology, which
biological
explanations
for
social
seeks
behaviour.
There are a number
of serieus
problems with the sociobiological project.17 For
the purposes of this argument, however, suffice
it to say that even if sociobiology could establish
that certain behavioural traits were the direct
result
of biological
evolution,
no
mora1
assessment
of these traits would follow. To
illustrate this point, suppose any trait that can be
reasonably believed to have served an adaptive
function at some evolutionary stage is normal.
Some
questions
arise
that
exemplify
the
problems with deriving normative conclusions
from descriptive science. Are traits that are
perpetuated simply through linkage to selectively
advantageous loei less ‘normal’ than those for
which selection was direct? Given that social
contexts now exert ‘selective pressure’ in a way
that nature once did, how are we to decide which
traits are to be intentionally fostered?
Positions holding the view that homosexuality
and therefore
wrong,
also
is unnatural,
inevitably develop incoherenties.
They often fail
to explicate the basis upon which the line
between natural and unnatural is drawn. More
importantly, they fail to explain why we should
consider all human-made or artificial things as
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immoral or wrong. These views are usually flrmly
based in a non-empirical, prescriptive interpretation of nature rather than a scientific descriptive
approach.
They define
arbitrarily
what is
natural and have to import other normative
assumptions and premises to build a basis for
their conclusions. For instance, they often claim
that an entity called ‘God
has declared
homosexuality
to be unnatural and sinfuLi8
Unfortunately,
these analyses have real-world
consequences. In Singapore, ‘unnatural acts’ are
considered
a criminal offence,
and ‘natura1
intercourse’ is arbitrarily defined as ‘the coitus of
the male and female organs.’ A recent High Court
decision there declared oral sex ‘unnatural’, and
therefore a criminal offence, unless it leads to
subsequent reproductive intercourse.

Historica1 evidente
In response to some of the ethica1 concerns about
biological research on sexual orientation, some
people have appealed to previous research on
homosexuality
that has not been used to the
detriment of homosexuals. For example, Timothy
Murphy invokes the work of Evelyn Hooker,
which arguably provided evidente for the ‘normality’ of homosexuals.*g
However,
historica1
examples are often disanalogous to present-day
biological research. Hooker’s small-scale study,
in fact, had nothing to do with the origins of
sexual
orientation.
Rather,
she sought
to
discover whether or not homosexual
people
were ‘we&adapted’ (by assessing the degree to
which their daily practices conformed with that
of ‘normal’ Americans).
Showing
that nonbiological research has not been used unethically
does not show that biological research
will
be used ethically. It is important to discern
which
sorts
of historica1
events
can be
considered relevant to the debate.
Another defence of genetic research on sexual
orientation, offered by Simon LeVay, suggests
that psychological
and sociological research is
even more dangerous. LeVay bases his argument
on the assertion that, for ideological reasons, the
Nazis did not generally consider homosexuality
to be innate or a sign of degeneracy, but rather
that they thought homosexuality was spread by
seduction.20 This is historically not true. The
Nazis were as supportive of genetic research as
they were of any other type of research designed
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to support the elimination of homosexuality.al
Even if LeVay’s assertions
were historically
correct, however, they would not provide any
support
(ethica1 or otherwise)
for genetic
research. Arguing that one type of research is
ethically problematic
does not legitimise the
other; indeed, it only provides further reason to
question the whole enterprise.

US-specific arguments
Inthe United States, several scholars and lesbian
and gay activists have argued that establishing a
genetic basis for sexual orientation will help
make the case for lesbian and gay rights. The
idea is that scientific research will show that
people do not choose their sexual orientation and
therefore
they should not be punished
or
discriminated
against in virtue of them. This
genera1 argument is flawed in several ways.22
First, we do not need to show that a trait is
genetically determined to argue that it is not
amenable to change at will. This is clearly shown
by the failure rates of ‘conversion therapies’.23
These failures establish that sexual orientation is
resistant to change, but they do not say anything
about its ontogeny or etiology. Sexual orientation can be unchangeable
without being
genetically determined. There is strong observational evidente to support the claim that sexual
orientation
is difficult to change,
but this
evidente
is perfectly
compatible
with nongenetic accounts of the origins of sexual orientation. More importantly, we should not embrace
arguments that seek to legitimate homosexuality
by denying that there is any choice in sexual
preferente because the implicit premise of such
arguments is that if there was a choice, then
homosexuals would be blameworthy.
Relatedly, arguments
for lesbian and gay
rights based on scientific evidente run the risk of
leading to impoverished forms of lesbian and gay
rights. Regardless of what causes homosexuality,
a person has to decide to identify publicly as a
lesbian, to engage in sexual acts with another
woman, to raise children with her same-sex
lover, or to be active in the lesbian and gay community. It is when people make such decisions
that they are likely to face discrimination, arrest
or physical violente. It is decisions like these that
need legal protection. Ân argument for lesbian
and gay rights based on. genetic evidente is
140

impotent with respect to protecting such decisions, because it focuses on the very aspects of
sexuality that might not involve choices.
Another version of this argument focuses on
the specifics of US law. According to this version,
scientific evidente will establish the immutability
of sexual orientation which, according to one
current interpretation
of the Equal Protection
Clause of the 14th Amendment
of the US
Constitution, is one of three criteria required of a
classification if it is to evoke heightened judicia1
scrutiny. While this line of argument has serious
internal problems,24
such an argument
has
limited or no relevante to the global context.
Since the results of the scientific research are not
confined within American borders, justifications
that go beyond US legislation are required.
The same sort of problem occurs in other
defences of sexual orientation
research
that
discuss possible ramifications
in US-specific
legislative terms. For instance, Timothy Murphy
claims that even if a genetic probe predictive of
sexual orientation
were available, mandatory
testing would be unlikely.lg He bases this claim
on the fact that in some states employment and
housing
discrimination
against
homosexual
people is illegal. In many countries, however, the
politica1 climate is vastly different, and legal antigay discrimination is widespread. And there is
evidente that scientific research would be used
in a marmer that discriminates
against homosexuals.a5 As already mentioned, in Singapore,
homosexual sex acts are a criminal offence. The
Singapore Penal Code sections 377 and 377A
threaten sentences ranging from two years to life
imprisonment for homosexual people engaging
in same-sex acts. Not coincidentally, in light of
our concerns, a National University of Singapore
psychiatrist recently discussed Bhe question of
whether ‘pre-symptomatic
testing for homosexuality should be off&ed in the absente
of treatment’,26 thereby accepting the idea that
homosexuality is something in need of a cure.

Genetic screening
Several attempts to defend sexual orientation
research against ethical concerns related to the
selective abortion of ‘pre-homosexual’ fetuses
have been made. It has been claimed that this sort
of genetic screening will not become cormnonplace because ‘diagnostic genetic testing is at
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present the exception rather than the rule.‘lg
While this may indeed be true in the US, it has far
more to do with the types of tests currently
offered than with a reluctance on the part of
either the medical profession or the reproducing
public to partake
of such technology.
For
example,
the types of tests
available
are
diagnostic for diseases and are offered on the
basis of family history or specific risk factors. The
possibility of tests that are supposed to be
(however vaguely) predictive of behavioural traits
opens genetic technology to a far greater population, especially when the traits in question are
tmdesired by a largely prejudiced society.
Furthermore,
it has been claimed that the
medical profession would not advocate such a
test that does not serve ‘important
state
interests’. This argument not only ignores the
existente
of homophobia
among individuals
within medicine,27 it assumes also that public
demand for genetic testing varies predominantly
according to medical advice. However, should
such a test become available, the media hype
surrounding its market arrival would render its
existente common knowledge, which, coupled
with homophobic bias, would create a demand
for the test irrespective of its accuracy and of any
kind of state interest. Furthermore,
this argument ignores the fact that genetic screening for a
socially undesirable
characteristic
has already
been greeted with great public demand in
countries such as India, where abortion on the
basis of female sex is commonplace, irrespective
of its legality.z8 Techniques to select the sexual
orientation of children, if made available, might
well be widely utilised.zg
Some have argued that orientation-selection
techniques involving genetic screening will not
succeed because environmental factors influencing sexual orientation
would elude genetic
screening.30 While there are such environmental
factors, we are still concerned about the potential
effects of the availability of orientation-selection
techniques, even if they fail to work. Further, if
environmental
factors
are identified,
their
modification
could be defended on the same
grounds as the elimination of ‘gay genes’. In fact,
behaviour modification techniques have been,
and continue to be, used to prevent homosexuality in children
with ‘gender
identity
disorder’ (that is, ‘sissies’ and ‘tomboys’).31
It has also been claimed that if homosexual
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people themselves
made use of orientationselection techniques (whether to ensure homosexual or heterosexual offspringl, the charge that
such testing is inherently homophobic becomes
‘paradoxical’.lg However, just as the fact that
homosexual people conduct scientific research on
sexual orientation
does not show that such
research is ethically justifiable, the fact that some
homosexuals might use such techniques would
not prove that the technology does not serve to
discriminate. To illustrate this point, consider that
in a society like India, in which widespread discrimination against women exists, there are many
pragmatic reasons why one might prefer a male
child. We would not argue, however, that prenatal
sex selection is no longer discriminatory against
females because women sometimes seek abortions for the purpose of having male offspring.
Similarly, in societies with entrenched homophobia, a heterosexual child might be preferable
for reasons that might appear most salient to
homosexuals themselves given the discrimination
they have encountered. The use of a tecbnology
by people against whom it may discriminate
(even if they attempt to use it to their benefit) does
not establish its neutrality. It does, however,
highlight the pervasive biases within a given
society that should be addressed directly rather
than be fostered
with enabling technology.
Discriminated-against
users of discriminatory
technology might have a variety of motives, none
of which necessarily diffuse the charge of bias.

The value of knowing

the truth

Finally, various scholars appeal to the value of
the truth
to defend
research
on sexual
orientation
in the face of ethica1 concerns.
Scientific research does, however, have its costs
and not every research programme is of equal
importante.
Even granting that, in general,
knowledge is better than ignorante, not all risks
for the sake of knowledge are worth taking. With
respect to sexual orientation, historically, almost
every hypothesis
about the causes of homosexuality has led to attempts to ‘cure’ healthy
people. History indicates that current genetic
research is likely to have negative effects on
lesbians and gay men, particularly those living in
homophobic societies3a
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A global perspective
In the past homosexual people have suffered
greatly from social discrimination.
Historically,
the results of biological
research
on sexual
orientation have been used against them. We
have analysed the arguments offered by weuintentioned defenders of such work and concluded that none survive philosophical scrutiny.
It is truc that in some countries in Scandinavia,
North America
and most parts of western
Europe, the legal situation of homosexual people
has improved, but an adequate ethica1 analysis of
the implications
of genetic inquiry into the
causes of sexual orientation must operate from a
global perspective. Sexual orientation researchers should be aware that their work may harm

homosexuals in countries other than their own. It
is difficult to imagine any good that could come
of genetic research
on sexual orientation
in
homophobic societies. Such work faces serious
ethica1 concerns so long as homophobic societies
continue to exist. Insofar as socially responsible
genetic
research
on sexual
orientation
is
possible, it must begin with the awareness that it
will not be a cure for homophobia and that the
ethica1 status of lesbians and gay men does not in
any way hinge on its results.
Note
This paper first appeared in the Hastings Center
Report 1997; 27(4):6-13 and is reprinted here with
theirkindpermission.
0 2997 Hastings Center.
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Résumé

Remmen

La recherche
sur la composante
génétique de
certains comportements
complexes
débouche
souvent
sur
des
controverses,
selon
la
signification sociale du comportement étudié. La
recherche sur l’orientation sexuelle - telle que
l’on surnomme de façon simpliste « la recherche
du gène gay » - en est un exemple frappant. Elle
est difTìcile pour de nombreuses
raisons, y
compris le fait qu’on I’a utilisée pour nuire aux
homosexuels des deux sexes, dont beaucoup ont
été obligés de subir des « traitements 1) pour
changer leur orientation sexuelle. D’autres ont
choisi
de le faire
pour
échapper
à la
discrimination
et à la désapprobation
sociale.
Mais il est d’autres raisons de se préoccuper
de telles recherches.
La motivation même qui
conduit
à rechercher
une « origine
» à
l’homosexualité révèle une homophobie. De plus,
cette recherche
pourrait conduire à des tests
prénatals censés prédire une homosexualité. Ce
sont des risques particulièrement graves pour les
homosexuels qui vivent dans des pays où ils n’ont
pas de protection légale.

Las investigaciones
sobre los componentes
genéticos de algunos comportamientos
complejos son amenudo causa de polémica, dependiendo del significado social del comportamiento
objeto de estudio. La investigación
sobre la
orientación sexual - llamada de forma simplista
investigación del ‘gene gay’ - es un ejemplo. Este
tipo de investigación es causa de preocupación
por varias razones, entre ellas el hecho de que ha
sido utilizado para daííar a las lesbianas y
hombres gay. Mucha gente homosexual ha sido
forzada a participar
en ‘tratamientos’
para
cambiar su orientación sexual. Otros/as eligieron
participar en los mismos para escapar de la
discriminación y desaprobación social. Este tipo
de investigación
genera
otros motivos
de
preocupación.
El móvil de la búsqueda de un
‘origen’ de la homosexualidad revela homofobia
en si mismo. Aiín más, este tipo de investigación
puede conducir a la creación de pruebas prenatales que declaren predecir la homosexualidad. Para la gente homosexual en paises donde
no existan protecciones legales, estas amenazas
resultan particularmente serias.
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